
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [SIGN] (sign, mark, seal) 

ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

CONSIGN CGINNOS to give over to another's care [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COSIGNS CGINOSS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

DESIGNS DEGINSS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

ENSIGNS EGINNSS ENSIGN, navy officer [n] 

INSIGNE EGIINNS insignia (insigne) [n -NIA] 

RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

SIGNAGE AEGGINS system of signs in community [n -S] 

SIGNALS AGILNSS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNEES EEGINSS SIGNEE, signer of document [n] 

SIGNERS EGINRSS SIGNER, one that signs (to write one's name on) [n] 

SIGNETS EGINSST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNIFY FGIINSY to make known [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIGNING GGIINNS act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n -S] / SIGN, to write one's name on [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [SIGN] (sign, mark, seal) 

ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S] 

ASSIGNED ADEGINSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSIGNEE AEEGINSS one to whom property or right is legally transferred [n -S] 

ASSIGNER AEGINRSS one that assigns (to set apart for particular purpose) [n -S] 

ASSIGNOR AGINORSS one who legally transfers property or right [n -S] 

CODESIGN CDEGINOS to design jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSIGNER CEGINORS one that cosigns (to sign jointly) [n -S] 

DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DESIGNER DEEGINRS one that designs (to conceive and plan out) [n -S] 

ENSIGNCY CEGINNSY rank of ensign [n -CIES] 

INSIGNIA AGIIINNS emblem of authority or honor [n -S] 

REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDESIGN DEEGINRS to design again [v -ED, ING, -S] 

RESIGNED DEEGINRS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESIGNER EEGINRRS one that resigns (to give up one's office or position) [n -S] 

SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNALER AEGILNRS one that signals (to notify by means of communication) [n -S] 

SIGNALLY AGILLNSY notably (in distinguished manner) [adv] 

SIGNETED DEEGINST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNPOST GINOPSST to provide with signposts (posts bearing signs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU not signed (to write one's name on) [adj] 


